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A Day in the life of Antarctic marine biologist Dr Katherina Petrou 
I wake at first light, well, actually in summer on the Antarctic continent it’s always light, so it would be more accurate to 
say that I wake at 5 am. I pull on my merino wool thermals, followed by a microfleece layer and then a thicker polar 
fleece layer. I grab my gloves, neck warmer and beanie, and put on my boots. Outside the Donger (the metal container 
shaped housing where I have my small room), the air is dry and crisp, its -2°C. I meet my research team and the skipper 
in the breakfast hall, and after a cup of coffee and a safety briefing, we grab our survival packs, survival suits, radios and 
sampling gear and head to our vessel, the Howard Burton. She’s small, but just what we need to weave our way through 
the ice into the fjord. Before climbing aboard, we get dressed in our red survival suits. I now look like the Michelin man, 
but it’s ok, so do my colleagues.  

The Antarctic marine ecosystem is a vital ‘hot spot’ of productivity and biodiversity that is entirely founded on the growth 
of microscopic algae – phytoplankton – which like plants, harvest energy from the sun to grow. Many Antarctic 
phytoplankton produce an important sulphur molecule that is consumed by bacteria that convert it into a gas that can 
participate in cloud formation, linking ocean chemistry to global climate. I am a phytoplankton ecophysiologist and my 
team and I have come to Antarctica to investigate the role of these sulfur compounds in modulating phytoplankton-
bacteria associations. Today, we will investigate the influence that freshwater input from a glacier might have on marine 
phytoplankton-bacterial interactions. 

I am grateful that the water is calm today. We navigate our way to the fjord alongside the Sørsdal glacier, passing 
icebergs and Adelie penguins. As we round a corner, the sun emerges and in front of us is the tall ice wall of the glacier, 
twinkling in the light. We make our way up the fjord, the Adelie penguins in their rookeries peer at us curiously as we 
pass. We reach our first sampling site, kill the engine and take in the silence and serenity. The water is like glass, 
everything is sparkling blue and white in the sun, I feel as though I’m in another world. After a cup of tea, we get started 
on collecting water. We plunge the sampling bottle over the side of the boat, dropping it 5 m before we trigger the lid 
closed capturing the water and then haul it back on board, emptying its contents into a large reservoir tank. We take 
turns because we need 20 L from six sites and it is heavy lifting. After site one, we make our way back towards the 
mouth of the fjord, sampling as we go. Our last site is out in the open ocean, offshore about 7km, where the sea gently 
tosses us back and forth. 

We arrive back on station at 4pm, unload our samples, remove our survival suits and head to the lab where the sample 
processing begins. 6 hours later (including a short dinner break), we have our samples filtered, frozen, fixed and labelled, 
ready to ship back to Australia on the RSV Aurora Australis at the end of the season. Chuffed with the days’ 
achievements, I stomp my way along the snow-covered track back to my Donger, tired, happy and motivated to start 
afresh in the lab tomorrow. 
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On the Howard Burton for one of our rockier and more 
overcast sampling trips. Photo credit: Katherina Petrou 

 

Team members in survival suits collecting water 
samples at the mouth of the fjord near the 
Sørsdal glacier - Photo credit: Katherina Petrou 

 

Watching some Adelie penguins float by as we make our way to the glacier, visible in the background. - Photo credit: Daniel Aagren 
Nielsen 


